
 
 

 

 
 

Nimble Named a 2015 Hot Vendor in Social Selling 
By Aragon Research 

  
Recognizes Vendors, Like Nimble, With Interesting and Cutting Edge Technology 

 
SANTA MONICA, CA - (July 15, 2015) – Nimble, the Simply Smarter Social Selling CRM, was 
named a 2015 Hot Vendor in Social Selling by Aragon Research, a technology-focused research 
and advisory firm committed to providing thought leading strategic research and trusted 
advisory services. 
 
Aragon Research has released their top 2015 Hot Vendor in Social Selling. Nimble was one of 
three Hot Vendors in Social Selling highlighted in the report. Each year, Aragon Research 
selects Hot Vendors across multiple markets that are doing something truly new or different. 
They may have new technology that expands capabilities, a new strategy that opens up 
markets, or just a new way of doing business that makes them worth evaluating. 
 
“Connecting and engaging with prospects in today’s environment is more challenging than 
ever due in part to the overload of calls and emails,” said Jim Lundy, CEO and lead analyst at 
Aragon Research. Lundy continued, “Business Leaders are continually on the hunt for new 
innovative products and services to help their teams engage customers and our 2015 Hot 
Vendors in Social Selling are making an impact and a difference in their respective markets.” 

“The Aragon Research Hot Vendor in Social Selling recognition is a strong validation of the 
innovation and value Nimble provides its customers,” said Jon Ferrara, CEO of Nimble. “We 
believe that you shouldn’t have to work for your CRM so we built the first relationship 
manager that works for you, everywhere you work. We are grateful that Nimble continues to 
be recognized for its pioneering leadership in relationship management by a majority of 
analysts and review sites, including this rating by Aragon Research.” 
 
Nimble - The Highest Rated CRM for Social Selling 
The Aragon Research Hot Vendor in Social Selling recognition follows Nimble’s recent top 
ratings including the King of CRM by GetApp, the CRM that delivers the most bang for the 
buck and #1 CRM in Customer Satisfaction and CRM Market Leader by G2 Crowd. Nimble was 
also recognized previously as #1 Sales Intelligence in Customer Satisfaction and overall High 
Performer.  Nimble has also been named #1 CRM in numerous other reviews including PC 
Magazines Editors choice, Codie Award winner for Best Relationship Manager and selected as a 
Gartner Cool Vendor. 

http://www.nimble.com/blog/?p=9368
http://aragonresearch.com/special-report-aragon-research-hot-vendors-for-2015-part-iii/
http://www.nimble.com/blog/nimble-crowned-crm-king-in-getapps-ranking-of-top-25-crms/
http://about.g2crowd.com/blog/the-crm-value-grid/
http://about.g2crowd.com/blog/the-crm-value-grid/
http://www.nimble.com/blog/nimble-crowned-1-crm-in-satisfaction-and-market-leader-by-g2-crowd/
http://www.nimble.com/blog/nimble-ranked-1-sales-intelligence-high-performer-by-g2-crowd/
http://www.nimble.com/blog/nimble-2015-awards-blog-post-g2crowd-technology-advice/


 
The Simply Smarter Social Selling CRM that Works for You, Everywhere You Work 
Nimble invented intelligence relationship management by blending traditional CRM with social 
sales relationship insights to enable business professionals to effectively engage social 
customers. It can be used as a company's social CRM or the Nimble Smart Contacts App can 
add tremendous value to existing CRM, sales and marketing products.  

Resources 

Read more details on - Nimble Blog 

See how Nimble works - Nimble Demo Video 

About Nimble, Inc. - Nimble has reimagined customer relationship management by 
introducing the world's first intelligent relationship platform that takes the work out of CRM. 
It automatically pulls contact profiles, email conversations, and social signals into one simple 
place so you can effectively engage them everywhere you work.  

Nimble combines the power of traditional CRM, smart relationship management, and social 
media into a powerful web-based social selling solution. For more information, visit 
www.nimble.com. Nimble can also be found on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube. 
 
About Aragon Research - a technology focused research and advisory firm committed to 
providing thought leading strategic research and trusted advisory services. Aragon Research 
does not endorse vendors, or their products or services that are referenced in its research 
publications and does not advise users to select those vendors that are rated the highest. 
Aragon Research publications consist of the opinions of Aragon Research and Advisory Services 
organization and should not be construed as statements of fact.  Aragon Research provides its 
research publications and the information contained in them "AS IS," without warranty of any 
kind. 
 
MEDIA CONTACTS 
Michaela Prouzova, 310-929-5921 michaela@nimble.com 

http://bit.ly/1zePLI5
http://www.nimble.com/blog/?p=10461
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cg_9jV_MNhk
https://www.nimble.com/
http://www.nimble.com/
http://www.facebook.com/nimble
https://twitter.com/#!/nimble
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Nimble-2572555?gid=2572555
http://www.youtube.com/user/nimble
https://aragonresearch.com/

